
Exhibitions - Saturday 23 August

UNOFFICIAL RUSSIAN ART  
Ore 00:00

  ‘The Museum of modern art in New York, the Institute of Contemporary Arts in London, the museums of
Grenoble, Tours and Laval, the Palace of Congress in Paris, the ... Read More

INTERIOR LANDSCAPES  
Ore 00:00

  ‘The exhibition displays three expressive itineraries: those of photographers Giovanni Chiaramonte, Luigi Ghirri
and Piero Pozzi. “Towards the blue” is the title of the photographic sequence by Chiaramonte. “At ... Read More

FROM NEW YORK TO CALCUTTA… AND BEYOND  
Ore 00:00

  ‘Congdon was born in 1912 in Providence, Rhode Island, USA. After his BA at Yale university he studied
painting, drawing and sculpting. In order not to use weapons during ... Read More

LA BELLEZZA È PIENA DI VOLTI  
Ore 00:00

  ‘”Di passaggio in Italia, venuto dalla “lontana” America Latina, sento il dovere di lasciare una testimonianza ai
miei amici europei, noi che viviamo in questa instancabile ricerca della Bellezza, ... Read More

CROSS AND HOPE  
Ore 00:00

  ‘”The exhibition on the crosses (The cross from pre-history to present times), organised by the sculptor Nicola
Sebastio, is a fascinating occasion to know the partial, but still historically ... Read More

PAINTINGS BY VITTORIO CITTERICH  
Ore 00:00

  ‘The paintings by Vittorio Citterich, which are presented in this exhibition, are the result of his memories of his
many trips to Moscow and of his three years spent ... Read More

YANOMAMI INDIOS: A PEOPLE ON THE VERGE OF EXTINCTION  
Ore 00:00

  ‘”At least the world should know what is happening here “: these are words taken from an official document
which the Pope presented to the Indios, on his visit ... Read More

HOPES OF PEACE IN PLACES OF WAR  
Ore 00:00

  ‘A photographer and a journalist in search for the truth. The journey was carried out by Carlo Meazza and Robi
Ronza in November 1979. The objective was Thailand: in ... Read More
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